
The Mosaic of Human Connectivity

I’ve had in my spirit an understanding that all humans interact with each other so that everyone’s life has
some influence on many, many others (maybe everyone else). I can’t remember receiving any downloads
from Father on this, but it appears to be an enlightenment that I received, like an ‘aha moment’. It’s in my
spirit, so I’ve received it as officially from him.

My understanding is this: Like pieces in a mosaic1, Father is continually rearranging our lives and our
futures with every decision we make and with everything that impacts us from the decisions others have
made. I see him shifting our life’s mosaic pieces around, creating a modified image each time, but his
intentions  for  us  are  always the driving force for the changes  he makes.  Our life  mosaic  constantly
changes, but it always remains beautiful with each of his rearrangements.

That’s the picture I’ve been given, so I assume by faith that that’s how it is.

Brian Simmons wrote the following very important insight on the subject from his understanding and
perspective:

“Your breakthrough isn’t meant for you alone. The explosive goodness of God in your life is meant to
illuminate the darkness in someone else’s. For every shadowy illusion of evil, there is light. In place of
trials, trauma, and pain, God has designed destiny. He has planned for goodness to rise out of every
tragedy.” 2

Notice how we’re all connected, like an ecological web3 in nature – like pierces in a mosaic. We aren’t
isolated individuals, as we might think, or even want to be. Everything we do affects others, even if we
don’t know it has. This is why we must be careful what we do and say, and even where to go and who we
become.

Laurence
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – GRAPHIC: “Pavement-mosaic---Season-bust---Pal.-Massimo-(Rome)-Part2” MM, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons
      upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cf/0-Pavement-mosaic---Season-bust---Pal.-Massimo-%28Rome%29-Part2.jpg 
2 – Brian Simmons (7-10-2021) “Encounter God's Heart...Seeing Answers Differently”   [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-618514?e=3ca23beeed    OR
      us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=8c3eb957a5ad87253d475a511&id=162d613c67 
3 – i.e. Ecology: The interrelationship of organisms and their environments.   www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ecology 
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